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Transonic Pro Testimonials

“In some of our substations we have had problems with rodents getting in 
and fouling on the electronic equipment.  Trapping and poisoning leaves 
smelly carcasses to dispose of so we decided to trial a Pestgard Tran-
sonic Pro Rodent Repeller at two of the worst affected sites.At the first 
site we cleaned up existing signs of rodent presence (mainly mice) and 
then installed the Transonic Pro repeller.  The recommended setting of 
high was too loud as people worked nearby, so it was set on low. The low 
setting still works on rodents.  We also left some food in the substation 
as an indicator of rodents returning.  After a month there was no sign of 
the pests returning.The next substation was larger, 2 rooms of about 100 
square metres. The main problem at this site was rats.  After a month at 
this site, there did not appear to be any fresh signs of rodents.In general 
we are happy with the performance of this rodent repeller and will look at 
purchasing more in the future.”
  - AS (Tasman)

Worth its weight in gold -- it works! I ordered this product seven days ago. 
I bought the Transonic Pro due to mice and rat infestations in my home. I 
haven’t seen or heard any mice in my home since the day I plugged the 
unit into my wall outlet. I heard a mouse scrambling to exit my premises 
shortly after I plugged it in. This product works! I can be used indoors and 
outdoors and it has different settings for raccoons, skunks, squirrels, bats, 
rats, mice and crawling or flying insects. Get yourself a rodent repeller 
that works if you need one!
  - Mary A.

It keeps the rats and mice away. We have an old cottage and it’s no 
problem for the rodents to get up in the ceiling and down in the walls. It 
was their noise that annoyed us. It was creepy really. We haven’t had any 
problems since the Transonic Pro was installed. The rodents don’t like it 
and they stay away. We love our Transonic Pro.
   - John


